NOVEMBER/DECEM
BER20
22
Amelia Park
Town Center
1430 Park Avenue
Fernandina Beach FL 32034
904.601.2118

OPEN EVERYDAY
Monday – Saturday
10 am – 5 pm
Sunday
11 am – 3 pm
Shop locally for books,
ebooks, and audio books at
StoryandSongBookstore.com

bookstore
bistro
Books for all interests & ages
Recommendations for book
discussion groups
Indie Faves, recommendations
from independent booksellers
across the country
Best selection of greeting cards
for miles around
MOVA Globes
LAMY Pens
Art & Gifts by Local Artisans
Literary Clothing & Fun Socks
Baby Gifts
Birthday Gifts for all ages
Puzzles & Puppets
Brunch & lunch until
2 pm daily

Dear Neighbor,

What'sHappenin'?

Temperatures are cooling, the days are getting shorter and the nights are
getting longer as we enter the holiday season of 2022. Getting together
with family and friends feels like a gift in itself. Joy, peace, and gratitude
have deeper, richer meaning these days.
At Story & Song, the season is filled with programs and events. If it has
been a while since you last heard music performed live by world-class
musicians, get your tickets and cherish the experience. You’ll see we’ve
got everything from opera to Motown, Americana to jazz.

StoryandSongArts.org

Sommelier Kara Jospeh, author of If Wine Could Talk, joins us for
another “Wines & Wanderlust” program pairing wine and food and
beloved chef Jacques Pépin returns for another Culinary Arts Luncheon
and book signing.

OUR MISSION

In the Bookstore, you’ll discover terrific titles for holiday gift-giving,
with highly anticipated new releases by favorite authors and celebrities.
Come in and browse and you’ll find special, one-of-a-kind items made
by local artisans and you’ll see the best selection of greeting cards for
miles around—for the holidays and every occasion.
Winter means soup season in the Bistro and we have begun our weekly
Soup Subscription where each Monday you pick up a carton of 26
ounces of house-made soup. This year we introduce our Holiday Cookie
Box filled with cookies made from our favorite cookbooks and family
holiday traditions. Simplify your life by letting us do the cooking and
baking!
Come share the joys of the
season with us at Story & Song.
We look forward to seeing you!

Find out at

We invite you to celebrate
the literary, culinary, visual,
and performing arts and the
many ways the arts enrich
our lives and foster a vibrant,
creative community.

Center for Arts & Culture

Story & Song Bookstore Bistro has become known as our community’s “living
room”—a gathering place for conversation and connection. The best way we
could ensure its survival was to form a nonprofit foundation, Story & Song
Center for Arts & Culture, to celebrate all of the arts … literary, culinary, visual
and performing.

First Thursday Book Group
First Thursday of the Month, 5–6:15 pm
Thursday, November 3

The Seven Husbands
of Evelyn Hugo
by Taylor Jenkins Reid
Thursday, December 1

The Jane Austen Society
It has been a beautiful blossoming of our mission and you’ve played a central
role. During the hardest moments of the pandemic, you asked how we were
faring, explaining to us how much Story & Song had come to mean to you. This
touched us just at a time when everything felt so very vulnerable.
As we look at our beloved community, we want Story & Song, with its intimate
art gallery/performing arts space, to support arts and culture and continue to
enrich our lives … and do so long after the two of us leave this earth. Mark and
Donna Paz Kaufman intend to leave all they worked hard for during their careers
to the Foundation.
With the formation of Story & Song Center for Arts & Culture, we will also be
able to apply for grants that align with our mission to expand programming. And,
your contributions to support our work will be tax deductible.
Thank you for guiding us and inspiring us. In this newsletter you’ll see some of
what has become part of the fullness of Story & Song.
For program information, visit StoryandSongArts.org.
Be a part of Story & Song’s efforts to enrich our lives with your donation. You
can do that online at StoryandSongArts.org.

by Natalie Jenner
Come join the conversation! All are welcome.
No reservation required.
Wine available at Happy Hour prices.

RECURRING EVENTS
Story Time with Ms. Dearsha
Every Saturday, 10:30 am

Mindfulness & Meditation
1st Thursday of the month, 3:30 pm

Tea & Tales with Ron Kurtz
1st Friday, 3 pm, $15

“Songs by the Sea” with Quincy Allen Flint
2nd Sunday of the month, 12-2 pm

Tuesday with TED

2nd Tuesday of the month, 3:30 pm

Poetry Canteen

3rd Tuesday of the month, 3:30 pm

Cinema, Chow & Conversation

3rd Wednesday of the month (Nov. 16, Dec. 21), 5:30-8 pm
Come for a meal and/or a movie. ($15 for food & drink,
movie is free.)

Sign up for a membership with code

WELOVEBOOKSELLERS
and get a free audiobook!

Old Time Music Jam

3rd Sunday of the month, 1-3 pm

Neighbor Nite

Last Wednesday of the month, 5-7 pm

Get started at www.libro.fm/storyandsong
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Exciting New Fiction

Our Missing Hearts

Long Shadows

Twelve-year-old Bird lives with his loving but broken
father, a former linguist who now shelves books in a
university library. For a decade, authorities have been
allowed to relocate children of dissidents, especially
those of Asian origin, and libraries have been forced
to remove “unpatriotic” books—including the work of
Bird’s mother, a Chinese American poet who left the
family when he was nine. But then Bird receives a letter
containing only a cryptic drawing, and he goes on a quest
to find her. Penguin $29.

Police detective Amos Decker is “The Memory Man”—a
man who can forget nothing, including the terrible
murder of his family. When he is called to South Florida
to investigate a double homicide, the case appears
straightforward: a federal judge and her bodyguard have
been found dead, the judge’s face sporting a blindfold
with two eye holes crudely cut out, a clear sign that she’d
made one too many enemies over her years on the bench.
What at first seems cut and dry is anything but. As Decker
and his new partner are pulled down a twisted tunnel of
secrets, crimes, and scandals, a devastating event brings
Decker’s own tragic past back to the present—and forces
him to reckon with his future. Grand Central $29.

by Celeste Ng

Demon Copperhead
by Barbara Kingsolver

Demon Copperhead is the story of a boy born to a
teenaged single mother in a single-wide trailer in
southern Appalachia, with no assets beyond his caustic
wit and talent for survival. He braves the modern perils of
foster care, child labor, derelict schools, athletic success,
and addiction. Generations ago, Charles Dickens wrote
David Copperfield from his experience as a survivor of
institutional poverty. Demon Copperhead speaks for a new
generation of lost boys, and all those born into beautiful,
cursed places they can’t imagine leaving behind. Harper
$32.50.

Signal Fires

The Last Chairlift

The Magic Kingdom

John Irving has written some of the most acclaimed books
of our time—among them, The World According to Garp
and The Cider House Rules. A visionary voice on the
subject of sexual tolerance, Irving is a bard of alternative
families. One of the world’s greatest novelists returns with
his first novel in seven years—a ghost story, a love story,
and a lifetime of sexual politics. You’ll be in his thrall
once again in The Last Chairlift. Simon & Schuster $38.

From one of America’s most beloved storytellers
comes a profound novel about belief, betrayal, and the
transformation of a corner of our state that we know
so well. A dazzling tapestry of love and faith, memory
and imagination, The Magic Kingdom questions what it
means to look back and accept one’s place in history.
With an expert eye and stunning vision, Russell Banks
delivers a wholly captivating portrait of a man navigating
Americana and the passage of time. Knopf $30. Avail.
11/8

by John Irving

The Passenger

by Cormac McCarthy

The best-selling, Pulitzer Prize-winning author of The
Road returns with the first of a two-volume masterpiece:
The Passenger is the story of a salvage diver, haunted by
loss, afraid of the watery deep, pursued for a conspiracy
beyond his understanding, and longing for a death he
cannot reconcile with God. Traversing the American
South, from the garrulous barrooms of New Orleans to an
abandoned oil rig off the Florida coast, The Passenger is a
breathtaking novel of morality and science, the legacy of
sin, and the madness that is human consciousness. Look
for Stella Maris, the second volume in “The Passenger”
series, on sale December 6th. Knopf $30.

Starred Reviews:

by David Baldacci

Booklist

Kirkus

Library Journal

by Dani Shapiro

On a summer night in 1985, three teenagers have been
drinking. One of them gets behind the wheel of a car,
and, in an instant, everything changes. Each of their lives
is shattered. In Dani Shapiro’s first work of fiction in
fifteen years, she returns to the form that launched her
career, with a deeply felt novel that examines the ties that
bind families together—and the secrets that can break
them apart. Knopf $28.

by Russell Banks

Now Is Not the Time to Panic
by Kevin Wilson

The edge is a shantytown filled with gold seekers. We are
fugitives, and the law is skinny with hunger for us. One
summer in Colafield, Tennessee, 16-year-old aspiring
writer Frankie Budge meets talented artist Zeke. The
two jointly make a poster, shot through with an enigmatic
phrase, and put copies up all over town. As the posters
multiply, people begin to wonder who is behind them and
start to panic. Satanists? Kidnappers? Soon the mystery
has dangerous repercussions that spread far beyond the
town. Ecco $27.99. Avail. 11/8

Publishers Weekly

School Library Journal
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Featured Titles From Our Sponsors

We are grateful to our publisher friends for sponsoring this edition of our newsletter. Read on to discover the titles you'll be most excited about!

Blackstone Publishing
NYPD Red 7 by Marshall Karp
Lower Manhattan: A sniper’s bullet ends the life of a highprofile New Yorker. Five miles uptown, a second prominent
victim has his throat slashed. A network of assassins is on
the loose in New York City. Trained by the US military,
they’re on their own now, with a new unit called Kappa
Omega Delta. Killers On Demand. NYPD Red detectives
Kylie MacDonald and Zach Jordan are called in to hunt
them down, but these mercenaries are as gifted in the art of
escape as they are in snuffing out lives. $28.99. Avail. 11/22

The Zero Night

by Brian Freeman
After nearly dying of a gunshot wound, Jonathan Stride
has been on leave from the Duluth Police for more than
a year. When his partner, Maggie Bei, gets called about
a suspicious abduction involving a local lawyer, she tells
Stride it’s time for him to come back. Attorney Gavin
Webster says he paid $100,000 in ransom money to the
men who kidnapped his wife. Now they’ve disappeared
with the cash, and she’s still missing. Gavin claims to
be desperate to find her—but Stride discovers that the
lawyer had plenty of motive to be the mastermind behind
the crime. $26.99. Avail. 11/1

Holmes Coming

by Kenneth Johnson
When Dr. Amy Winslow checks on former patient Mrs.
Hudson in her Victorian house, she discovers a secret 1899
laboratory containing a sarcophagus, out of which springs
a wild-eyed man. He claims to be the real-life Victorian
detective named Holmes, who inspired Conan Doyle and
has been hibernating for a century. Soon she realizes his
story is true, and the two work together to reclaim his
stolen proof of identity. It’s all connected to several bizarre
murders being committed by a descendant of Holmes’
archenemy, Professor Moriarty. $25.99. Avail. 11/1

Ezra Exposed by Amy E. Feldman
Even though Ezra’s got good friends, he feels like he’s
invisible. Plus, he’s the only kid in his group without a
phone—left out of plans and shared jokes and games.
Finally, at the end of fifth grade, his parents come
through. The phone changes everything. Ezra texts his
friends all the time. Best of all, the funny pictures he’s
posting on social media are getting a lot of attention.
Other kids—including the popular kids—are noticing
him. Then he takes a photo that pushes things over the
edge, and suddenly he’s in the principal’s office with his
parents.... $18.99. Ages 8-12. Avail. 11/1
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Sourcebooks
Adrian X Isolde Series
by Scarlett St. Clair
Sourcebooks Bloom

Queen of Myth and Monsters
Don’t miss the new book in the vampire fantasy series by
Scarlett St. Clair. Isolde has finally found a king worthy of
her in the vampire Adrian. Now, as politics in the Red Palace
grow more underhanded, inexplicable monster attacks
plague the villages, and a deadly crimson mist threatens all
of Cordova, Isolde must trust in the bond she’s formed with
Adrian, even as she learns troubling information about his
complicated past. $25.99 HC/$17.99 PB. Avail. 12/20

King of Battle and Blood
Go back to the beginning of the bestselling series! Isolde
de Lara considers her wedding day to be her death day.
To end a years-long war, she is to marry vampire king
Adrian Aleksandr Vasiliev, and kill him. But her attempt
is thwarted, and Adrian threatens that if Isolde tries to
kill him again, he will raise her as the undead. Faced
with the possibility of becoming the thing she hates most,
Isolde seeks other ways to defy him and survive the brutal
vampire court. $25.99 HC/$16.99 PB.

The Storyteller’s Death
by Ann Dávila Cardinal

When Isla Larsen Sanchez turns eighteen, her Puerto
Rican grandmother, a great storyteller, dies, and Isla
discovers she has a gift passed down through her family’s
cuentistas. The tales of dead family storytellers are
brought back to life, replaying themselves in front of her.
At first, Isla is enchanted by this connection to the Sanchez
cuentistas. But when she has a vision of an old murder
mystery, she realizes that if she can’t solve it to make the
loop end, these seemingly harmless stories could cost Isla
her life. Sourcebooks Landmark $16.99.

The Banned Bookshop of Maggie
Banks by Shauna Robinson
When Maggie Banks arrives in Bell River to run her
best friend’s struggling bookstore, she expects to sell
bestsellers to her small-town clientele. But Bell River’s
literary society insists on keeping the bookstore stuck
in the past, and Maggie is banned from selling anything
written this century. To help save the store, Maggie starts
an underground book club. But keeping the club quiet
is nearly impossible. Especially when Maggie unearths
a town secret that could upend everything. Sourcebooks
Landmark $16.99. Avail. 11/1

Kids & Tweens

Loud Mouse

The Door of No Return

by Cara Mentzel and Idina Menzel
illus. by Jaclyn Sinquett

by Kwame Alexander

Dee loves to sing. She sings during her morning
yoga. She even sings while practicing her math
facts. She usually sings to herself. But when her
teacher asks everyone to share something with the
class, Dee knows just what to bring: a song. And as
Dee sings la, la, la, la, LOUDly in front of her class for the first time, something
extraordinary happens…. Filled with humor and heart, Loud Mouse is a clever
tale about learning that sometimes your best self is big, brave, and loud. DisneyHyperion $17.99. Ages 4-7.

Still This Love Goes On

Frizzy

by Buffy Sainte-Marie
illus. by Julie Flett
From Cree-Métis artist Julie Flett and Academy
Award-winning icon Buffy Sainte-Marie comes
a celebration of Indigenous community, and the
enduring love we hold for the people and places we
are far away from. Based on Sainte-Marie’s song of
the same name, Still This Love Goes On combines
Flett’s breathtaking art with vivid lyrics to craft a
stunning portrait of a Cree worldview. At the heart
of the book is a gentle message about missing our loved ones, and the promise
of seeing each other again. Greystone Kids $18.95. Ages 4-7.

Meanwhile Back on Earth...
A father takes his two children on an out-of-thisworld adventure into space and invites them to
look back at Earth and the conflicts that have taken
place since the beginning of time. This becomes
a brief history of the world and a guide to the
universe, told with Jeffers’s inimitable perspective,
wit and exquisite artwork. Meanwhile Back on
Earth gives a unique look at life on Earth with a
cosmic perspective—and an enduring message that
what binds us together matters more than what sets us apart. Philomel $24.99.
Ages 4-8.

The Wolf Suit by Sid Sharp
Bellwether Riggwelter is, once again, out of
blackberries. This time, rather than tiptoe through
a forest full of predators, he comes up with a new
plan. He will keep himself safe by blending in—he
will sew a Wolf Suit! The disguise works perfectly…
sort of. Bellwether realizes he can’t enjoy the forest
in a bulky suit, and he may not be the only creature
in the forest who feels that way. Perhaps not
everyone is as wolfish as they appear. With humor,
darkness, and insight, Sharp turns the idiom “wolf
in sheep’s clothing” on its head. Annick $19.99.
Ages 7-10.
Booklist

Kirkus

Library Journal

by Claribel A. Ortega
illus. by Rose Bousamra
In this middle grade graphic novel, Marlene loves three
things: books, Tía Ruby, and her best friend Camila. But
according to her mother, the only thing she needs to focus
on is school and growing up. That means straightening her
hair every weekend so she could have presentable hair. But
Marlene hates being in the salon and doesn’t understand
why her curls are not considered pretty. With a dash of
embarrassment and the help of Camila and Tía Ruby, she
starts a journey to learn to appreciate and proudly wear
her curly hair. First Second $21.99. Ages 8-12.

Hazel Hill Is Gonna Win This One

by Oliver Jeffers

Starred Reviews:

11-year-old Kofi loves his family, the tales of his father’s
father, a girl named Ama, and swimming. He hopes to
prove himself to Ama and his friends in a swimming
contest against his older, stronger cousin. First though, a
festival comes to the villages of Upper and Lower Kwanta
and Kofi’s brother is chosen to represent Upper Kwanta
in the wrestling contest. But the match ends when a
sudden death occurs. What happens next sends Kofi on
a journey across land and sea, away from everything he
loves. First in a trilogy. Little, Brown BYR $17.99. Ages
8-12.

by Maggie Horne
Seventh grader Hazel Hill is too busy for friends. She
needs to focus on winning the speech competition and
beating her nemesis Ella Quinn, after last year’s hyperbole/
hyperbowl mishap that cost her first place. But when
Hazel discovers Ella is being harassed by golden boy Tyler
Harris, she has to choose between winning and doing the
right thing. No one would believe that a nice boy like Tyler
would intimidate a nice girl like Ella, but Hazel knows the
truth—and she’s determined to prove it, even if it means
risking everything. Clarion $16.99. Ages 10-13.

Diary of a Wimpy Kid #17—
Diper Överlöde
by Jeff Kinney

When Greg Heffley decides to tag along with his brother
Rodrick’s band, Löded Diper, he doesn’t realize what
he’s getting into. But Greg soon learns that late nights,
unpaid gigs, fighting between band members, and money
troubles are all part of the rock ‘n’ roll lifestyle. Can
Greg help Löded Diper become the legends they think
they are? Or will too much time with Rodrick’s band be a
diper överlöde? Amulet Books $14.99. Ages 8-12.

Publishers Weekly

School Library Journal
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Gift-Giving Made Easy
The Extraordinary Life of an
Ordinary Man by Paul Newman

One of the greatest movie stars of the past 75 years
covers everything: his traumatic childhood, his career, his
drinking, his thoughts on Marlon Brando, James Dean,
Elizabeth Taylor, John Huston, his greatest roles, acting,
his intimate life with Joanne Woodward, his innermost
fears and passions and joys. With thoughts/comments
throughout from Joanne Woodward, Newman’s memoir
is revelatory and introspective, personal and analytical,
loving and tender in some places, always complex and
profound. Knopf $32.

The Philosophy of Modern Song
by Bob Dylan

With extraordinary insight into the nature of popular
music, Bob Dylan has written over sixty essays focusing
on songs by other artists, spanning from Stephen
Foster to Elvis Costello, and in between ranging
from Hank Williams to Nina Simone. While they are
ostensibly about music, they are really meditations
and reflections on the human condition. Running
throughout the book are nearly 150 carefully curated
photos as well as a series of dream-like riffs that, taken
together, resemble an epic poem and add to the work’s transcendence. Simon &
Schuster $45.

The Light We Carry
by Michelle Obama

There may be no tidy solutions or pithy answers to
life’s big challenges, but Michelle Obama believes that
we can all locate and lean on a set of tools to help us
better navigate change and remain steady within flux.
In The Light We Carry, she opens a frank and honest
dialogue with readers, considering the questions many
of us wrestle with: How do we build enduring and
honest relationships? How can we discover strength and
community inside our differences? What tools do we use
to address feelings of self-doubt or helplessness? What
do we do when it all starts to feel like too much? You’ll
be encouraged to work through fear, find strength in community, and live with
boldness. Crown $32.50. Avail. 11/15

Our America: A Photographic
History by Ken Burns

Ken Burns has been making documentaries about
American history for more than four decades, using
images to vividly re-create our struggles and successes
as a nation and a people. As much as anyone alive
today, he understands the soul of our country. Across
boundaries and decades, the photos in this collection
capture the impossibly rich and diverse perspectives
and places that comprise the American experience. Knopf $75.
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Let’s Get Cooking
Cooking from the Spirit
by Tabitha Brown

Tabitha Brown, #1 NYT bestselling author of Feeding
the Soul, presents her first cookbook. Cooking from
the Spirit: Easy, Delicious, and Joyful Plant-Based
Inspirations is full of easy, family-friendly vegan recipes
and stories from the spirit, inspired by her health
journey and love of delicious food. In this joyful book,
Tab shares more than eighty recipes, including: Yam
Halves Topped with Maple-Cinnamon Pecan Glaze;
Stuffed Avocado; Jackfruit Pot Roast; Crabless Cakes
with Spicy Tartar Sauce; and Strawberry Cheesecake
Cups. William Morrow & Co. $30.

Go-To Dinners by Ina Garten
Cooking night after night during the pandemic inspired
Ina Garten to re-think the way she approached
dinner, and the result is this collection of comforting
and delicious recipes that you’ll love preparing and
serving. Go-To Dinners: A Barefoot Contessa Cookbook
has lots of freeze-ahead, make-ahead, and simply
assembled recipes so you, too, can make dinner a
breeze. Try her Overnight Mac & Cheese, Chicken
in a Pot with Orzo, Hasselback Kielbasa, Roasted
Vegetables with Jammy Eggs, and Bourbon Chocolate
Pecan Pie! Clarkson Potter $35.

The Art of the Chicken
by Jacques Pepin

In this beautifully illustrated book, master chef
Jacques reminisces on his life through the lens
of the humble bird, from his childhood in rural
France, where he chased chickens and watched
as his maman turned them into her poulet à la
crème, to his apprenticeship and illustrious career.
This unique book is the next best thing to a visit to
Jacques’ home, which would include a tour of his art
studio, captivating conversation as he cooks, and a
toast over a simple meal of perfect roast chicken.
Harvest $30. See page 8 for November 10th in-person
luncheon event.

Food Journeys of a Lifetime
by National Geographic Society

Few experiences are as satisfying as a chance to
explore the world through food. Featuring more
than 60 new bites and destinations, this book is the
key to building a foodie traveler’s ultimate bucket
list. Within the flavors and tastes of every cuisine,
you’ll find unique stories about the places, cultures,
climates, and chefs that produce these extraordinary
dishes. Filled with a dazzling array of diverse
recommendations, each page of this inspiring book
will make your mouth water—and spur your next
gourmet vacation. Nat. Geo. $40.

The Island’s MostUniqueDestination
Life’s Little Indulgences
Exclusively available at Story
& Song, you’ll find beautiful
perfumes and skin care products,
the perfect gift for yourself and
others!
The Library of Flowers, Lollia,
and TokyoMilk… when you want
something really special.

New! Locally hand-crafted soaps
by Lisa Stubbings.

2022Holidaycards
This year’s featured photos were taken by local resident Alwynne
Lamp. Boxes of 10 cards and envelopes $18 while they last.

IT'SSOUPSEASON
Soup Subscriptions:

How it works:
Each week we feature a
different soup inspired by
our favorite cookbooks.
Each soup subscription
includes a 26-ounce carton
of soup (two hearty bowls)
plus what goes best with
the featured soup: bread,
crackers or rolls. $16 per
week.
Select the soups you’d like, reserving by noon the Friday before pick-up.
Order online at StoryandSongBookstore.com/soup-subscription.

HAPPYPLACEGIFTS
Celebrate our sense of place with HAPPY PLACE merchandise, Story
& Song exclusives. You’ll find books, thermal mugs, stemless wine
glasses, latte mugs, notecards, t-shirts, visors, puzzles and more.

Share some holiday joy!

Perfect gifts
that remind us,
Amelia Island
is My Happy
Place!

See the little ones in your life become life-long readers. Tell us
something about your child and your budget, then we’ll select,
package, and ship items for your BookHugs gift.

Discover a curated selection of books, cards, puzzles, toys and hand-crafted items from local artisans.
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Amelia Park Town Center
1430 Park Avenue
(1/2 block east of 14th St. –
lots of free parking in rear)

Fernandina Beach, FL 32034
904.601.2118

SPECIAL EVENTS
25 Years in America

“Jazz Spirit of Christmas”

A recital by concert pianist Kamila
Shahtakhtinski, featuring works
by Chopin, Lizst, and Azerbaijani
composers. $25

The Dynamic Les DeMerle Band,
featuring vocalist Bonnie Eisele, performs
special arrangements of holiday classics.
$30

Saturday, Dec. 3, 5-7 pm

Saturday, Nov. 5, 5 pm

“A Motown Christmas”

“The Art of the Chicken”
Culinary Arts Luncheon

with NATROM
Saturday, Dec. 17, 5-7 pm

with Jacques Pépin
Thursday, November 10, 12:30 pm

Beloved chef Jacques Pépin joins us for a Culinary
Arts Luncheon featuring recipes from his
latest book. $75 includes program, lunch, wine,
autographed copy of book, and donation to the
Jacques Pépin Foundation.

Nanette Autry's Traveling Revue of
Motown Band (NATROM), a local
R&B Soul Band, will present a " Soulful
Celebration of Christmas and Holiday
Music," to get you in the holiday mood! $25

“An Evening of
Story & Song”

“Arias & Afterwords”

with Ryanhood
Sunday, Dec. 18, 5-7 pm

Saturday, Nov. 19, 5-7 pm

Amelia Island’s own opera singers John Tibbets, Victoria
Isernia, Joe Lowery, and Avery Boettcher perform favorite
arias and stories behind them. $25

In a special holiday show, Ryan
Green and Cameron Hood
(Ryanhood) will win you over with
their finger-flying guitar solos,
vocal harmonies, and crowdpleasing banter. $25

“An Evening of
Story & Song”

with Rupert Wates
Saturday, Nov. 26, 5-7 pm

“New Year’s Eve in Paris”
Saturday, Dec. 31, 5-7 pm

An eclectic mix of songs, stories,
and exceptional guitar stylings with
a British accent. $25

Swing in 2023 with I Love Paris, C’est Si
Bon, and more when the Dynamic Les
DeMerle Band, featuring vocalist Bonnie
Eisele, puts on a spectacular show. $75
includes dinner and champagne toast.

“Wines & Wanderlust”

Tuesday, November 29, 5-7 pm

Sommelier Kara Joseph, author of If
Wine Could Talk, along with Wallace
Pierson Travel, joins us for another
"Wines & Wanderlust" program pairing
wine, food, and travel. $60 included four
tapas and four wines.

visit storyandsongarts.org for an up-to-date listing of events

